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Kaantasan ng pang-uri worksheet for grade 7

Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance and provide you with relevant ads. If you continue browsing the website, you agree to the use of cookies on this website. Please refer to our User Agreement and Privacy Policy. Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance and provide you with relevant ads. If you continue browsing the website, you agree to the use of
cookies on this website. Please refer to the Privacy Policy and User Agreement for details. The three worksheets were posted below the student's practical ability to determine the degree of comparison of a Filipino adjective (kaantasan ng pang-uri). The three benchmarks of Filipino adjectives are lantay (positive grade), pahambing (comparative grade), and pasukdol (superlative grade). LANTAY (Positive
grade) Filipino adjectives that are lantay indicate a characteristic or property of a noun or pronoun. Examples of these adjectives are maganda, maliit, puro, mahaba, dilaw, luma, etc. For some adjectives, if the noun is plural, repeat the first syllable of the root word (magaganda, maliiit, mahahaba, etc.). PAHAMBING (Comparative degree) The adjectives of the Philippines that are pahambing indicate that
the noun or pronoun possesses the characteristic or property to a greater extent than another noun or pronoun. Two objects or faces are compared here. The degree of comparison pahambing is classified into two types: paghahabing na patulad and paghahabing na di-patulad. Paghahabing na patulad In paghahabing na patulad, the two objects (or persons) being compared own the property to the same
degree. One is neither better nor worse than the other. In paghahabing na patulad, the following prefixes (unlapi) are used: maga-magsing- / magsin- (for root words beginning with d, l, r, s, or t) / magsim- (for root words beginning with b or p) magkasing- / magkasin- (for root words beginning with d, l, r, s, or t) / magkasim- (for root words beginning with b or p) kasing- / kasin- (for root words beginning with d,
l, r, s, or t) / kasim- (for root words beginning with b or p) sing- / sin- (for root words beginning with d, l, r, s, or t) / sim- (for root words beginning with b or p) ga- : This unlapi is used to indicate that an object is the same size as the word attached to the prefix ga-. Examples are gabutil (as small as a grain or a kernel) and gabundok (as big as a mountain). Paghahambing na di-patulad In paghahabing na di-
patulad, one of the objects or persons being compared owns more or less of the quality or property. One is better or worse than the other. Pahambing na palamang (paghahabing na di-patulad) When the noun or pronoun (usually the of the proposal) described by the pang-uri possesses more than one quality, the comparison is described to be palamang or pahambing na palamang. The words used with
Filipino adjectives to indicate pahambing na palamang are as follows: higit na... kaysa lalo/lalong... kaysa kaysa di-hamak na... kaysa lubha/lubhang... kaysa Pahambing na pasahol (paghahabing na di-patulad) When the noun or pronoun (usually the subject of the sentence) described by the pang-uri possesses less of a quality, the comparison is described to be pasahol or pahambing na pasahol. The
words used by the adjectives of the Philippines to indicate pahambing na palamang are as follows: di-gaano/di-gaanong... na gaya/na tulad di-lubha/di-lubhang... na gaya/na tulad di-gasino/di-gasinong... na gaya/na tulad di-masyado/di-masyadong... na gaya/na tulad PASUKDOL (superlative grade) Filipino adjectives that are pasukdol can be made from the following: 1. Adding prefixes (unlapi) pinaka- or
napaka-: pinakamaganda, napakalaki 2. Repeating pang-uri: matalinong-matalino, payat na payat 3. Adding the words kay or ang before the repeated pang-uri: Kay ganda-ganda ng mga bulaklak! Ang baho-baho ng basura sa labas! 4. Adding the prefix pagka- to a repetitive pang-uri: pagkabangu-bango, pagkaliit-liit 5. Using the following words before pang-uri: ubod nang, saksakan nang, sukdulan nang,
tuny na, talanagg, hari ng, etc. You can print and distribute the pdf sheets below to your children or students, but you can't do it for profit. These worksheets are suitable for grade 6 students. The two 15-item worksheets below ask the student to determine the degree of comparison of the underlined adjective in a sentence. Pagtikoy sa Kaantasan ng Pang-uri_5 Pagtukoy sa Kaantasan ng Pang-uri_6
Patulad o Di-patulad na Paghahambing_1: This 15-item worksheet asks the student to say whether the reported comparison in the sentence is patulad or di-patulad. Paghahabing na Palamang o Pasahol_1: This 10-item worksheet asks the student to say whether the reported comparison in the sentence is palamang or pasahol. Pang Uri - Show top 8 worksheets found for this concept. Some of the
worksheets for this concept are Pagsasanay sa Filipino, Pagsasanay sa Philippines, Kaantasan ng pang uri 6 work, Pang uri na panlarawan, Mathematics work from mathematics, Activity, Talata gamit ang pang uri, Talata gamit ang pang uri. Did you find the worksheet you're looking for? To download/print, click the pop-up icon or print icon on the worksheet to print or download. The worksheet will open in
a new window. You can download or print using the browser's document reading options. The six free pdf worksheets below are about Filipino adjectives (mga pang-uri). You can download, print and photocopy them for your children or students. Please don't distribute them for profit. The two 20-item worksheets (with answer keys) below ask the student to underline the in each sentence and draw an arrow
from the adjective to the noun or pronoun it describes. The two 20-item worksheets (with answer keys) below ask the student to choose from a set of adjectives that will complete the sentence. Each adjective can only be used once. The two 20-item worksheets (with answer keys) below ask the student to (positive = slent, comparative = comparison, superlative = container) of the underlined adjective in the
center. The five pdf worksheets below are for Filipino adjectives (classifications). You have printed and distributed these worksheets to your children or students, but don't do it for profit. 1. When to uri_1? Uri_1 answers: This 15-item worksheet asks the student to specify the grammatical number of the underlined adjective (sink, double, or multiple). 2. Uri_2. uri_2: This worksheet asks the student to classify
adjectives into four categories (category type, recurring money, or class type union). 3. Determination of piety uri_4; Answers to uri_4: This 15-item worksheet asks the student to determine the degree of comparison of the underlined adjective in each cent. The three degrees of comparison are positive grades (open level), comparative grade (level of comparison) and superlative grade (level of torture). The
two 15-item worksheets below ask the student to identify the last name: descriptive adjective (type of reseal), numeric or quantitative adjective (sorted) or appropriate adjective (sorted rejection). 4. Identification of a type uri_2 child; Responses to Specify Type uri_2 5. Determination of the type Uri_3 ; Answers to Determine the type uri_3 download these free class worksheets to practice your child. These
worksheets cover the topic for Mga Uri ng Pang-uri or types of adjectives. Classification is a word that describes non-essential) or intimacy (pronoun). The formula is 2 types: Imaging type - says color, smell, taste, size, shape and character. color – red, yellow, black, white smell – aromatic, gray flavor – delicious, black, sweet taste – small, large shape – circle, heart shape, star-shaped, square features –
beautiful, respectful, typed Fertility – is called the words saying number, volume or quantity of name as or quantity - six, a dozen, two pounds worth - ten pesos, one hundred Download the Free Filipino Worksheets below. We'd appreciate it if you'd share our worksheets. Thanks. Show top 8 worksheets in category - Other Type.Some of the worksheets that appear are Filipino education, Filipino education,
Tool Type 6 task, Other Type 6 task, Math work from math, Activity, Paragraphs using other formulas, Lyrics Once you find your worksheet, click the pop-up icon or print icon on the worksheet to print or download. The worksheet will open in a new window. You can download or print using the browser's document reading options. You read a free preview Pages 4 to 5 not in this preview. Preview. Preview.
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